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Complacency bothers ASUM draft counselor

By Kyle Albert

Increasingly aggressive military posturing by the United States and the Army's need for better-educated young men may bring about the reinstatement of the draft, ASUM draft counselor Vern Dearing said this week.

"Reagan could get Congress to reinstate the draft and people would be arriving at boot camp 10 days later," said Dearing. He added that he is surprised and disappointed by the complacency of the young men he counsels.

Eligible and potential draft registrants are required to register with the Selective Service Board by Feb. 28, 1982, and to submit to prosecution by the Justice Department. Failure to register results in a one-year sentence of five years in prison and $10,000 fine.

"I don't think we can afford complacency," the young man who doesn't wish to be drafted should start preparing a file of documents supporting their claims to deferment immediately, Dearing said.

Loyalty system serves corporations instead of people, Spence says

By Charles F. Mason

The American legal system is designed to serve the corporations instead of the average person, said attorney Gerald Spence last night at the University of Montana.

Speaking before an audience of about 200 people in the University Center ballroom, Spence said that lawyers and judges represent the rich and powerful.

"It is a system of corporations," Spence said. "The teachers and insurance companies own all of the great lawyers in this country.

Spence gained national prominence with his work by representing the Karen Silkwood family in their lawsuit against the Kerr-McGee Corp.

Silkwood, an employee of Kerr-McGee, died in an automobile crash in 1974 while on the way to a meeting in Oklahoma City with a New York Times reporter. Silkwood allegedly had information regarding wrongdoing at the Kerr-McGee plant. The company processes plutonium for use in nuclear reactors.

A jury awarded the Silkwood family $10.5 million dollars. The verdict was reversed on appeal and the family was awarded $5,000.

Spence said the Silkwood case was "one of the most dangerous in the history of mankind" because it prevents civil damages in nuclear accident cases.

Judges decide cases on appeal and they have never felt the pain the victim has felt, Spence said. He said juries are "window dressing to make people think they have control."

According to Spence, judges are chosen by the people in power and represent their interest. Judges should be drafted, and those drafted should be those who don't want the power, said Spence. He said such people would make the best leaders.

Spence encouraged the law students present to devote some of their time as lawyers to the middle class and poor rather than the rich.

"The system will work when the people take it back," he said.

Lawyers should be the "partners of the people" instead of "servants of the multi-nationals," Spence said.

Students applaud, walk out on Spence

By Michelle Barrett

Gerald Spence, hero for the underdog and self-serving manipulator? If the University Center Ballroom was a courtroom, last night's audience was a hung jury.

Some stood and applauded Spence and some walked out after he delivered a fire and brimstone sermon on the injustices in the U.S. legal system. Several people stayed and took issue with the controversial lawyer's motives and alleged courtroom behavior.

The injection of the question about his alleged winking and blowing kisses at a female juror member in the Silkwood case, he yelled, "What kind of fool do you think I am? Do you think I would throw kisses at a jurors? That is a lie."

Another member of the audience yelled at one point during the question and answer period, "Mr. Spence, I don't need you and walked out.

Spence said that ethics is a matter of relationships. "The courtroom is a pit," he said. "It's an adversary system and there are two gladiators in the ring.

"We all need to be loved," he said in an interview after the speech. "If everybody in the world loved me except one person, I would yawn.

Reckless Rex

"Reckless Rex" Phelps, a motorcycle stuntman from Hamilton, will perform Saturday at 2 p.m. in the parking lot north of the UM field house.

"It's a system of corporations," Spence said of the Legal system serves corporations instead of the people.

"It's taken 200 years for America to get where it is today and Libertarians didn't really like the situation the way it was in 1977" Mullin said. "We think there was too much control then."

"A properly constituted and administered system, police and armed forces.

"The Republicans and Democrats are both primarily parties without principles," Mullin said. "A Libertarian, on the other hand, has a statement of principles" which he is expected to subscribe to "in order to run at all," he said.

A 39-year-old bachelor, Mullin lives at 403 Fourth W. and is an associate catalog librarian at the library. He has lived in Missoula since 1969 and is a native of Gig Harbor, Wash.

"He is an associate catalog librarian at the library. He has lived in Missoula since 1969 and is a native of Gig Harbor, Wash." Mullin is running for Democrat James Azzara's District 98 seat. The Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation.

"We all need to be loved," he said.

"If the application is approved by the institution, police and armed forces. Everything else should be provided by the private sector," he added. "A properly constituted and moral government," he said, "should not collect taxes or require the forced labor of its citizens through the draft."
Opinions

**Weather, seasons confused**

It's January, right? This weather has got some people confused. It's supposedly April, and raindrops are supposed to be tinkling from the heavens, falling to the earth so that little yellow daffodils and other stuff will bloom and be real pretty. And birds are supposed to be out, tweeting. Some aren't supposed to be attending their classes. So, it's April, it feels better to be outside than to be inside, right? Uh-uh. This isn't April. It's January all right. And there are sure-fire ways you can prove it.

**Kaimin editorial**

It snows everyday. January is known for its snow. Call the higher-up, he'll say, "Hello. Poor visibility on I-90. Intermittent ice, too. See ya." And, hey, it's cold out there. If it is April, people would be lying around the campus lawns studying. Okay, and if it's April, where are all those nice showers that bring flowers next month? Huh? Well, if you're upset and confused over this weather, you're not the only one about it. Write your congressman. He'll be sure to try to get it on by November. Or call up your Central Board representative. He'll be sure to bring it up at next week's meeting. You might see results.

If you don't see results, quit school. Go to Hawaii. When they say April in Hawaii, they mean "April." In Hawaii, they have showers and flowers, and rumor has it they don't have classes. Just beaches. March is nice, but this "spring" weather's got to go. And now. Springtime in the Rockies, where are you? Karen McGrath

**Letters**

**Outrageous book-refund policy**

Do you feel as outraged as we do about the book-refund policy at the UC bookstore? The textbook business is definitely a business. And students are supposed to be the ones who are being ripped off. It's outrageous enough, as it is, to have to pay $25 or more for a science text or art history book, with all those pretty pictures in them. But it's even more outrageous when you try to return those texts at the end of the quarter, to only be offered $3, because the class isn't taught until the following year. So you decide to hold onto that book to the next year and get your 70 percent refund and then you find out the teacher's decided to use a different text. Some of them have had that 70 percent refund to pay for 70 percent of the books for the next quarter. Yes, you're outraged, are you?

Janet A. Lewis  senior, biology  Susan Miao  junior, secondary education

**Post symbol of boxing**

Editor: It seems Ms. Smith has appointed herself the flagbearer for the feminist front at UM (in reference to "Poster exploits," April 2). While I thoroughly believe in the cause of equality, bitter attacks and denunciations are hardly an effective means for change. Rather, it might tend to alienate those who would otherwise sympathize with the cause of women's rights. By using the generalization that men have a "tradition" of exploiting women, I'm sure with time its popularity will fade as the novelty wears off. To charge the Boxing Club's advertising with "male-dominated sport." This is not due to any efforts by men to prevent women from competing, but rather by those who haven't proven that the female is physically endangered in the ring because of her genetically predetermined structure. The poster in question is merely a symbol of the sport, I first saw the poster roughly four months ago, and people involved in the sport seized it as their symbol. I'm sure with time its popularity will fade as the novelty wears off. To charge the Boxing Club with being "the most tasteless and exploitive organization on campus" is surely overreacting and hardly fair.

By Garry Trudeau

**Citizen**

by Greg Gadberry

U.S. soft on fascism

Although the Reagan administration has taken great pains to show that U.S. foreign policy is no longer "anti-communism," it has not demonstrated this week — much to the embarrassment of other democratic nations — just how soft it is on fascism.

That point was made clear by the administration's refusal to seriously condemn the April II invasion of the Falkland Islands by Argentine troops. While the European Economic Community called the invasion an "international act of unprovoked aggression and slapped the South American nation with the stiffest economic sanctions in EEC history," the United States has done almost nothing. Although U.S. officials did sign a weak United Nations demand for the removal of Argentine troops from the island and have supplied Britain with some military units, demand for a communique describing the Argentine military junta as a "good friend" of the United States, and indeed refuse to denounce the invasion as a violation of international law.

The administration's weak resolve on the Falkland Islands crisis comes because of a strange, schizophrenic administration policy on terrorism. According to that policy, any government — regardless of how repressive — is a friend of the United States as long as it is a foe of communism.

And Argentina is as repressive as any government existing today. Politically fractured and socially backward, Argentina is now ruled by a military class that can only be described as fascist. Former Buenos Aires journalist Jacobo Timerman, in his book Prisoner Without a Name, Cell Without a Number, described the situation in Argentina as "... more terrible than anything hitherto known by our generation in Latin America. It is a struggle between civilization and barbarism ... ."

Timerman has first-hand knowledge of the horrors perpetrated by the Argentine military government in the name of "anti-communism." His newspaper, La Opinion, was closed by military authorities in March 1977, when Timerman was arrested by the army. Timerman was beaten, tortured with electric shocks and held for almost three years, although military leaders admitted there were no criminal charges against him. Army officials made it clear, however, that Timerman was being tortured and imprisoned because he was a Jew, and while that was not a crime, many ultra-rightist army officers figured it should be.

It is a January, right? This weather has got some people confused. It's supposedly April, and raindrops are supposed to be tinkling from the heavens, falling to the earth so that little yellow daffodils and other stuff will bloom and be real pretty. And birds are supposed to be out, tweeting. Some aren't supposed to be attending their classes. So, it's April, it feels better to be outside than to be inside, right? Uh-uh. This isn't April. It's January all right. And there are sure-fire ways you can prove it.

But the Reagan administration refuses to accept Americans as the bad guys in this crisis. Kirkpatrick's vision of Argentina as a harsh, but necessary, power predominates the Reagan foreign policy.

It is a vision the United States must simply accept, or it stands a chance of attempting European powers like Great Britain or those truly concerned with the well-being of the Falkland Islanders and are sickened by the fascist dictates of the Argentine government. The United States must admit that Argentina is wrong, and must negotiate a settlement in that light. A vague anti-communist sentiment simply is not a good enough reason for the United States to ignore fascism or to support a fascist state in criminal foreign policy.

It is January, right? This weather has got some people confused. It's supposedly April, and raindrops are supposed to be tinkling from the heavens, falling to the earth so that little yellow daffodils and other stuff will bloom and be real pretty. And birds are supposed to be out, tweeting. Some aren't supposed to be attending their classes. So, it's April, it feels better to be outside than to be inside, right? Uh-uh. This isn't April. It's January all right. And there are sure-fire ways you can prove it.

But the Reagan administration refuses to accept Americans as the bad guys in this crisis. Kirkpatrick's vision of Argentina as a harsh, but necessary, power predominates the Reagan foreign policy.

It is a vision the United States must simply accept, or it stands a chance of attempting European powers like Great Britain or those truly concerned with the well-being of the Falkland Islanders and are sickened by the fascist dictates of the Argentine government. The United States must admit that Argentina is wrong, and must negotiate a settlement in that light. A vague anti-communist sentiment simply is not a good enough reason for the United States to ignore fascism or to support a fascist state in criminal foreign policy.

It is January, right? This weather has got some people confused. It's supposedly April, and raindrops are supposed to be tinkling from the heavens, falling to the earth so that little yellow daffodils and other stuff will bloom and be real pretty. And birds are supposed to be out, tweeting. Some aren't supposed to be attending their classes. So, it's April, it feels better to be outside than to be inside, right? Uh-uh. This isn't April. It's January all right. And there are sure-fire ways you can prove it.
Sports

Volleyball tournament on tap

By Ray Murray
Kaimin Sports Editor

It may be the off-season for the University of Montana's women's volleyball team, but with good play this weekend, the team will qualify for national championships — which will be held in Hilo, Hawaii, in May.

UM is hosting the Evergreen Region Championships Saturday and Sunday. Other teams in the tournament are the University of Idaho, Washington State, Montana State, University of Washington, Eastern Washington University, Gonzaga, Club Northwest and Masaiwandurs of Seattle.

Play starts Saturday at noon in the Women's Center and Field House Annex, and concludes with action starting Sunday at 10 a.m. in the Field House Arena.

Coach Dick Scott said he expects his team to perform well in the tournament. "We're going in planning to win it," he said. "We've been playing quite well as of late while getting prepared."

Other teams Scott expects to do well are Washington, Eastern Washington and Gonzaga. He said his team has played Eastern Washington and Gonzaga and has defeated both — which gives the team confidence in winning the tournament.

"We always go in with that attitude," Scott said. "They're very excited about it," he said of his team's enthusiasm.

Part of the reason for the excitement is the winner's prize — traveling to Hawaii to play. "That's very much an incentive," Scott said.

To win the tournament, Scott said he'll have to receive outstanding performances from all eight members of the team. UM plays in four or five weekend tournaments during the off-season. Scott said these tournaments are held to keep the players in shape for the entire year.

"Any of the top schools have very active club teams," Scott said. "It's part of the whole program. It's just accepted that winter and spring is club volleyball.

To get in shape for tournaments, the team has been practicing three days a week.

"We taper down quite a bit from the regular season," Scott said. "We take breaks — a week or two weeks. We give clinics at schools — the kids enjoy it. If we just practice and play in tournaments, it gets boring."

Another tactic Scott uses to break the monotony is doubles tournaments. Only two players are on either side of the net. The result: a fast-moving, exciting variation of volleyball.

"It's pretty intense competition," Scott said. It started on the beaches in Southern California. It gives them good practice at developing quickness, running balls down, serving, passing well and reading where the ball is going to be hit."

By Ray Murray
Kaimin Sports Editor

Lisa Boozel put the shot during last week's treatment. Boozel took third in the discus. Boozel will compete in Saturday's meet. (Photo by Dale Wyman.)

BELT CREEK HEALTH FOODS
Open 11-5 Mon.-Sat. 9:30-8 pm
Great News for Dieters CARBO-LITE
Special Legume Protein Concentrate STARCH INHIBITOR
Specializing in extraordinary products for extraordinary people.
Dennis L. Veleber — Prop.

Belt Creek Health Foods
Open 11-5 Mon.-Sat. 9:30-8 pm
Great News for Dieters
CARBO-LITE
Special Legume Protein Concentrate
STARCH INHIBITOR
Specializing in extraordinary products for extraordinary people.
Dennis L. Veleber — Prop.

$1.00 off any Haircut in April
$2.00 off any Perm in April

Schedule of events for UM's triangular meet against Saturn Washington and Ricks College Saturday.

Track Events
12:15 p.m. — Women's 5,000 Meters
1:25 p.m. — Men's 3,000 Meter Steeplechase
1:00 p.m. — Women's 400 Meter Relay
1:10 p.m. — Men's 400 Meter Relay
2:10 p.m. — Women's 1,500 Meters
2:30 p.m. — Women's 1,500 Meters
2:45 p.m. — Men's 400 Meters
2:55 p.m. — Women's 1,500 Meters
3:15 p.m. — Men's 800 Meters
3:25 p.m. — Men's 800 Meters
3:50 p.m. — Women's 400 Meter Hurdles
3:55 p.m. — Men's 100 Meters
4:15 p.m. — Women's 400 Meter Hurdles
4:20 p.m. — Men's 5,000 Meters
4:30 p.m. — Women's 400 Meter Relay
4:40 p.m. — Women's 4 x 400 Relay
5:00 p.m. — Men's 4 x 400 Relay

Field Events
12:15 p.m. — Women's Shot (Discus follows), Javelin, Long Jump
1:20 p.m. — Men's Pole Vault (shot follows), High Jump, Long Jump (follows woman) 1:45 p.m. — Women's High Jump
2:00 p.m. — Men's Triple Jump (follows long jump), Javelin

April Wine Values
Kerwood Vintage Red 40/750 ml
Schloss Arras Liebfraumilch 50/1.5 l
Cella Lambrusco 50/1.5 l
Riunite Lambrusco 50/1.5 l
Mondavi Table Wines 5.80/1.5 l
Chilled Wines Same Price

THE MAGIC FLUTE
By W.A. MOZART
An Opera in English

April 29, 30, & May 1 University Theatre Curtain 8 p.m.

ASUM
is now accepting applications for the
1982-83 Programming Director

Applications are available in the University Center, Room 105

Deadline to apply is April 16 at 5:00 p.m.
Salaried Position
**French Film Festival to be a week of fine entertainment**

By Charles F. Mason  
*Fine Arts Editor*

Missoulians will have a rare opportunity next week to view some of the best of the current French films.

The French Film Festival at the Crystal Theater is sponsored by the French Embassy and is appearing in Missoula through the efforts of Andre Gabriel, visiting assistant professor of French at UM.

**Preview**

The festival has toured the United States before, but this is its first visit to Missoula.

According to Gabriel, the eight heretofore unreleased films have been produced by France's smaller companies. Most French film companies are owned by large corporations, many of them U.S., said Gabriel.

France is a major film producing nation. More than 100 films a year are produced in France.

The festival will open Sunday night at 8 with Retour en Force. The film tells the story of a man recently released from prison. His return to his family is a sad one when he discovers his wife is living with a bus driver, his son is a petty thief and his daughter is an unpaid whore.

La Petite Sirene, at 9:15 Sunday night, is the story of an April-November romance. Two different worlds meet when a wealthy teenage girl falls in love with a mechanic in his 40s. The director of this film, Roger Andreix, will appear in person after the screening to answer questions.

Monday will be the night for La Droleuse. This film is about the kidnapping of an 11-year-old girl by a 20-year-old psycho. His intentions are bound in lust until he discovers that Madou has much more to offer him than sex. The two of them discover the love and companionship that they so desperately need. Their sexual activity is confined to cuddling.

The film makes an important statement about society's moral judgments.

**Femme Entre Chien et Loup**

is a comedy about the relationship of four boys and two girls who form a rock group. It is a fitting prelude to the intense drama to follow on Saturday.

**Le Pont du Nord**

is Wednes­day night's feature. This film is about a mystery about the search for a man's missing mother and his troubled relationship with his daughter.

**Un Etrange Voyage**

is Friday's feature. Clara et les Chic Types, is a comedy about the relationship of four boys and two girls who form a rock group. It is a fitting prelude to the intense drama to follow on Saturday.

**Femme Entre Chien et Loup**

is set in Belgium during World War II. Lieve and Adriana are newly married. After Belgium's defeat, Adriana joins the Nazis. Adriana goes to Germany and leaves his wife to the hatred of their neighbors. Lieve hides a resistance fighter in her basement. The war ends and Adriana returns and a new kind of war begins.

The film examines shifting values and the emotional tragedies engendered by war as it is seen by Jean Paul Sarte.

The French Film Festival runs from April 18 through 24 at the Crystal Theater, 515 South Higgins Ave. Admission is $2.50 per film, or $10 for a pass good for five films. All of the films have English subtitles.

I have suffered from being misunderstood, but I would have suffered a hell of a lot more if I had been understood.  
---Clarence Darrow

**Do Your Scalp a Favor**

Does the cold air have your hair looking dry? Let one of our students give you a protein treat­ment to promote healthy, manageable hair.

"We Care About Your Hair"

**BIG SKY COLLEGE of Barber-Styling, Inc.**

Stroud  
800 Kensington  
Ph. 721-5583  
Kensington  
Open 9-6 Tues.-Sat.  
No Appointment Necessary

**ALL NEW MAN'S WORLD**

2920 Garfield  
Just Off 93 Strip  
Between Sambos and Arby's

**COUPON**

$7.50 RAZOR OR SHEARCUT

**COUPON**

$28.95 PERMS
Sadat’s successor, President Hosni Mubarak, rejected a last-minute plea for mercy, officials said.

President Reagan, declaring that “working Americans are overtaxed and underappreciated,” unveiled a program today that would let most parents claim tax credits to help send their children to private schools. The only ones left out would be those making more than $75,000 a year. Administration officials acknowledged the step was intended to boost Reagan’s standing with lower- and middle-income parents who send their children to parochial schools.

An unfinished highway bridge in East Chicago, Ind., collapsed yesterday killing 12 workers, injuring 32 and pinning four others under shattered blocks and twisted steel girders. Nearly 50 construction workers were working on or under the free-standing bridgework when it gave way and plunged 50 feet to the ground. At the time of the accident construction crews were pouring concrete for the bridge, which is being built to link steel mills on the Lake Michigan shoreline with the city of East Chicago.

MONTANA
Timothy Hull, 19, of Dillon, a freshman honor student at Montana Tech in Butte, was shot to death Wednesday night in front of at least six other students in a parking lot outside a dormitory on the college campus. Butt-Butler, sheriff Bob Butlerovich said Hull was shot by another student, Karl Gratzer, 19, of Butte, who was jealous because he and Hull had been dating the same woman, 19-year-old Pam Luke of Butte, also a student at Montana Tech. Gratzer turned himself in later the same night, and was charged yesterday with murder.

Marathon 10
Training Tip #1
REGISTER!

Marathon 10 is coming soon, on Sat., May 1. Runners from Missoula and other Western communities are busy preparing for Montana’s premier running event. How about you? Are you in Marathon shape?

The First Step ... REGISTER!
You can’t run in Marathon 10 unless you are an officially registered entrant. And the only way to register is to sign up at First National Montana Bank before the Wednesday—April 28 entry deadline. (Here’s another hint: The sooner you register, the shorter the lines at the registration desk.) We’ve made it extra easy with this entry blank coupon. Just fill it in, drop it off, pick up your official Marathon 10 T-shirt and keep on running!

First National wants to give special recognition to Marathon 10 runners who have also competed in all nine previous First National Marathons. Please tell us if you are an “All Marathon runner.”

First National Montana Bank
I would like to run in your Tenth Annual 7-Mile Marathon, from the Milltown Bridge to the First National East Drive-In Bank on Saturday, May 1st, 1982, at 10 a.m. Entry fee $4.00 — Entries close 4:00 p.m., April 28 — NO EXCUSE TIONS. I hereby release the First National Montana Bank of Missoula from any and all liability and including any medical claims which arise from my participation in the competition.

Free bus transportation from downtown Missoula to the starting line will be provided for all runners.
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Kaimin classifieds

Looking for experience in the Legislature, Working With Students and Faculty, and the Community?

ASUM Committee

Applications Are Now Available in the University Center, Room 105.

Deadline to Apply is Monday, April 26.
Weekend

TODAY

Cemetery Service, Key Club, 5 p.m., University Center Barroom Meeting, Campus Recycling Committee, 8:30 a.m., UC East Conference Room, International Wildlife Film Festival, 10 a.m., UC East Conference Room.

SUNDAY

Sword Club, 10 a.m., UC Room 114. Seminars, 7 p.m., UC Lounge.
Conference: Sustainability, 12:30 p.m., Gold Oak Room.
International Wildlife Film Festival, 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m., UC East Conference Room.
Conference: Gender of Professional Journalist, Sigma Delta Society, 4 p.m., Journalism Hall.

Meetings

SATURDAY

Meetings, 1:30 p.m., underground Lecture Hall, $1 admission. Art Fair, at Blue Mountain parking lot, $4 entry fee. Benefit Run, Hellgate High School gym, 10 a.m., 900 — 2400 meter run.

Films

Walter Zuber Armstrong, 8 p.m., UC Lounge.
Trace Race, 7 p.m., UC Lounge.
Tom and the Cowpies, 7 p.m., Montana Power Building, $1 admission.

Luncheons

TRADING POST SALOON

THANK GOD IT'S FRIDAY

NOON — 10:30 p.m.

30¢ SCHOONERS

$1.25 PITCHERS

50¢ HI BALLS

30¢ BEERS

10¢ Pitchers

50¢ Hi-Balls

THE LIBRARY

Heidlehaus 4320 S. Higgins. 70-4617.

GLACIER PRODUCTIONS presents a special evening with

EMMYLOU HARRIS

$8.50 Advance

$9.00 Day of Show

Tickets Available at the UC Bookstore Ticket Office and Other Usual Western Montana Outlets

Saturday, April 24

SENTINEL GYM 8 p.m.

FEATURE THE FINEST FOODS IN THE MEXICAN TRADITION.

Hours: Tuesday thru Friday
11:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Saturday: 4:30-10:00 p.m.
227 W. Main Downtown Missoula 721-8854

3 HOUR HAPPY HOUR

6 — 9

Featuring

Syracus

Gym

Syracus

3 HOUR HAPPY HOUR

6 — 9
Applicants...
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philosophy and environmental studies, is running on a "conservative" or conservationist platform. Kadas' goals are to garner more political control for local governments, to steer the Public Service Commission towards adopting regulations favorable to alternative energy and conservation, to return economic control of the state to Montanans and to work toward a nuclear disarmament. "If we don't address our natural resource and energy problems," Kadas said, our environment will deteriorate to the point "that we won't be able to live in it ourselves."

"We need to live in a lot more conservative fashion," he said, and added that he doesn't like the emphasis "that our society places on luxury and status."

On local government, Kadas said, "whenever there's a situation where power and accountability exist, then it should be as close to the people as possible."

Kadas also said that it is important for Montana to base its economy "on businesses that are owned within Montana" because it limits their size and ensures that they will be scrutinized by the community they are a part of. He is a supporter of Initiative 95 which allows Montana severance coal tax proceeds to be invested in small businesses.

On nuclear disarmament, Kadas said that a move toward any kind of global disarmament would have to come from the states because "it's not going to come from the federal government."

Since Montana is a potential starting point and target of a nuclear war, Kadas said, it is a "key state" that can tell the federal government that it wants nuclear arms reductions and a halt to any further placement of weapons in Montana.

Kadas is a supporter of Initiative 91 which, if passed, would be a statement by Montanans to the federal government against the deployment of the MX missile in Montana, the draft, which he calls "unnecessary," and the victimless crime laws. He said he supports government deregulation.

"We need to live in a lot more conservative fashion," he said, and they will be certain to "pick the nastiest job they can find, someplace." A women writing in to 60 Minutes wondered what the Lone Ranger looked like, she wrote. "Now I know." Without victory there is no survival.

—Winston Churchill

Students...

Cont. from p. 1

for that person to love me too, but I know you can't be loved by everybody."

He said he was used to receiving diverse reactions, but said last night's audience was particularly divided.

"It was a very interesting combination, a healthy combination," he said. "Sometimes I measure my esteem by the quality of my adversary."

Apparently, disagreeable reactions from people haven't stopped people from going to Spence for legal help. Requests for Spence's services pour into his Jackson Hole office.

Deciding what cases to accept is difficult for him, he said. "It's a big problem," he said. "I try to look for a case that stands for a wide principle."

Spence accepts cases from the "little person." A woman writing in two months ago summed up Spence's image. "I've always wondered what the Lone Ranger looked like," she wrote. "Now I know."

—Winston Churchill

WEEKEND SPECIALS

5—10 P.M.

FRIDAY

Steak & Spaghetti

with roll & salad

$3.50

SATURDAY

2 DINNERS

$9.95

CONNIE'S

Old Town Tavern

130 W. Pine

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

APRIL 16 & 17

NO COVER

CHARGE

Music from

9:30 - 1:30

MARK ROSS and FRIENDS

Guitar, Banjo, Harmonica, Vocals

Lowest Prices Around!

Surprises in store for you!

- CELL ROSSA BIANCO
- LAMBROSCO I. S. Lime
- ANDRE COLD DUCK
- OLD MILWAUKEE
- COKE & TAB 12 Pac cans
- WINE OF THE MONTH
- MONTEREY CLASSIC RED 750 mL
- 24-HOUR FILM PROCESSING SERVICE

GRIZZLY GROCERY

KAMPUS KEG KORNER

Center of S. Higgins and E. Beckwith
201-2079

Mon. thru Fri. 7:30 midnight - Sat. Sun. 8:00 midnight

6—Montana Kaimin • Friday, April 16, 1982
Obstacle Course

Short story
By Jay Kettering

Moore seldom go into the water after a Froshie. No, this Montana life isn’t for me. Maybe if we had a few skyjumper for people to jump off or a coupe thousand crazed taxi drivers to run over small children carrying home rye bread, I could stand it better. But just don’t like to do what Montanians are supposed to like. Like to eat things out of plastic packages and I like cement. When I look at open space I wonder why there are no tennis courts being built.

I guess this is why I was standing on an off ramp outside a Rapid City truck stop. I wasn’t really standing, but rather leaning on a road sign, so as to block the words “No Hitchhiking.” My best friend, Slum Gunion, was still over at the truck stop trying to take out his sexual aggressions on a Coke machine that refused to give him his change. And Gordo Sol, the kid whose house was our destination, was doing a Chuck Berry duck-walk for change. And Gordo Sol, the kid whose house was our destination, was doing a Chuck Berry duck-walk for change. And Gordo Sol, the kid whose house was our destination, was doing a Chuck Berry duck-walk for change.

“Obstacle Course” briefly looks at the life of a child-abuse victim.

Cont. on p. 10
Obstacle . . .  
Cont. from p. 9

I was sitting on the couch reading a collection of science fiction stories. At my feet lay a basket of unfolded clothes, the last of several loads of laundry that were piled up on the floor. My mother came into the room. "Is your room clean?" she asked, noting what was in front of me.

"I worked on it," I said. "For a couple minutes." I didn't say.

She suggested that I go grocery shopping with her, since I really wasn't doing anything. I wanted to keep reading, so I told her I didn't feel like going this time and reminded her that she always said that when she took me along, I made her buy too much. My little brother said he didn't want to go either. She turned to my father.

"Congratulations," she said, "on losing your socks to be a pair of chemist's piglets." When she got back from shopping, my dad had gone to work and my brother and I were, as usual, arguing over who would do the laundry. My mother decided he'd had enough of my rotten behavior. "You're so nuclear," she said, "I wonder you don't have any friends.

I do have a few friends, I thought, as I put away groceries. I've never really been popular, but I do have a few friends. I picked some of the soup cans to the back of the basement pantry shelf instead of stacking them.

I woke up the next morning to a feeling of dampness. I had wet my bed again — just after I'd changed my sheets. Years of practice allowed me to suppress my revulsion as I spread the sheets and blankets so that they would dry during the day. The stink that night couldn't possibly have been as bad as a discussion with my mother about why I was changing my bed linens.

When I got to the school cafeteria for lunch that day, I was already ahead of them. I didn't want to show that I was still wet. I thought they might at least be able to get their minds off my bed. I figured I'd better talk to my mother about it, though, or I wouldn't be able to get my mind off my shoes. "Hope we can get ahead of Horakseck tonight," I said, "I hope"

Minning . . .  
Cont. from p. 9

baked into the tarry highway and someday because fossil fuel for these passengers by we would miss our first high school reunion if we could not capture one of these motorized savors.

Then it happens. The brake lights shine. A shiny luxurion of a car can be seen through the exhaust fumes. A hundred yard sprint with backpacks in hand. The heart pounds as Edging for the blue ribbon that will win May Lou's heart. You have been saved. Picked up by this wonderfully equipped angel who drives. Yes, it drives. It moves and it carries you along. If riding in a car no longer has a thrill for you, just stand on the road for a half a day watching cars appear and disappear, and you begin seeing small viles pop up from the highway cracks and start to choke your ankle and slowly suck you down into a cruel cemetery where the traffic overhead never lets you "rest in peace."

Our first ride turned out to be typical. A hundred and twenty miles on an emergency brake handle, with a hundred and twenty miles on an emergency brake handle and my back to the back seat of the car. The car had buckled down my neck because he couldn't fit in the back seat of this date. Foreign car makes a design lovely, but this car is too big. An amusement park ride, but when it comes to motorcycles, dogs, backpacks and these 200-pound passengers, it loses its amusement quickly.

When you can't wash your hands a lot, something happens to the untrained body that is very unpleasant. Rainbow lines of dirt form in the fingernails and it begins to feel as if you have dermatitis. I looked over at Stu's. His ear was bent, like the mind of an eaten slice of orange, against the window. My elbow was resting on his ring rib from the stomach, and I knew if I pulled it he was going to aim for my high top Converses. I figured I'd better talk to him so in case he was going to pulse I might at least be able to get his mind off my shoes. "Hope we can get ahead of Horakseck tonight," I said. "I hope"

Another Great Giveaway! Bring in this ad and get a free bagel with a $5 purchase of anything in the store.

For your convenience Missoula's best whole grain bakery products are delivered to you daily. Bread, bagels, brownies, cookies & cinnamon rolls. Fresh from the ovens at Great Harvest, Mammy and Bernece's bakeries.

Cont. on p. 12

EDITOR'S NOTE: Robin Hallett is the pseudonym of a University of Montana student.

TODAY:
VICIOUS PLAYMATES from Virginia City present Variety Cabaret 8 p.m. $4.50 per person $8 couple Ticketmaster $30 Nite. American Chips MUSIC AFTERWARDS BY TOP HANDS 

TONIGHT:
THE FORUM ECLIPSE FREE SANDWICHES 'n' Roll Downtown beneath the Acapulco rainy lines of dirt form in the traffic overhead never lets you "rest in peace."

Our first ride turned out to be typical. A hundred and twenty miles on an emergency brake handle, with a hundred and twenty miles on an emergency brake handle and my back to the back seat of the car. The car had buckled down my neck because he couldn't fit in the back seat of this date. Foreign car makes a design lovely, but this car is too big. An amusement park ride, but when it comes to motorcycles, dogs, backpacks and these 200-pound passengers, it loses its amusement quickly.

When you can't wash your hands a lot, something happens to the untrained body that is very unpleasant. Rainbow lines of dirt form in the fingernails and it begins to feel as if you have dermatitis. I looked over at Stu's. His ear was bent, like the mind of an eaten slice of orange, against the window. My elbow was resting on his ring rib from the stomach, and I knew if I pulled it he was going to aim for my high top Converses. I figured I'd better talk to him so in case he was going to pulse I might at least be able to get his mind off my shoes. "Hope we can get ahead of Horakseck tonight," I said. "I hope"

Another Great Giveaway! Bring in this ad and get a free bagel with a $5 purchase of anything in the store.

For your convenience Missoula's best whole grain bakery products are delivered to you daily. Bread, bagels, brownies, cookies & cinnamon rolls. Fresh from the ovens at Great Harvest, Mammy and Bernece's bakeries.
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WEEKEND AT THE MOVIES

STUDIO ONE THEATER presents
WICKED SENSATIONS

“Wickedly erotic, sensationally entertaining and undeniably, one of the best movies we’ve viewed this year!” —Hustler Magazine

Plus 2nd Big Hit
COED FEVER

“...a very hot hard-core film styled after Animal House.” —Screw Magazine

“If there really were students like the ones in this movie, universities would have to make sex an intramural sport.” —Hustler

RUNNING THROUGH APRIL 20
OPEN 10:00 A.M.
Continuous Showings

STUDIO ONE
265 W. Front

FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL
WEEK OF APRIL 18-24
DIFFERENT FILMS EVERY NIGHT
ENGLISH SUBTITLES, 35MM.

SUNDAY, APRIL 18, 7:00 P.M. ONLY
Victor Lanoux & Bernadette Lafont RETURN IN FORCE (Retour en Force)

SUNDAY, APRIL 18, 9:15 P.M. ONLY
Roger Andrieux’s THE LITTLE SIREN (La Petite Sirene) Director Roger Andrieux in Person

MONDAY, APRIL 19, 7:00 & 9:15 P.M.
Jacques Dullin’s LA DROLESS ("The Hussy")

STARTS SUNDAY! 515 SOUTH HIGGINS SEPARATE ADMISSIONS REQUIRED!
conceived son and Slum and Gordo, I got my change, and we walked slowly back to the highway.

Opening the door of another minivan, I noticed a man with a stick on the driver's face. The last thing you would want to do was to look at it. Yet I guessed he made a career of looking at it. A freak traveling away from the show. We got in. Would have. In a combine the way our minds were working.

A very attractive girl had been driving. As I came to a stop I saw the car. The door flew open and I rolled out. She finally pulled into a rest stop about 200 yards down the road and fell asleep. The air was filled with smoke from her cigarettes, from the steering wheel at times. I decided to prevent the panic and fall asleep.

I realized we had a flat tire when the car began bouncing, skidding across the trough between the highways. I felt myself and was scared I was having trouble. A forced squeezition of finding water. Then I realized we were at a rest area. I heard Slum come in, and he feasted as he got into the stall. When Slum tells people listen, I thought. I opened my wallet to check out the money situation and saw my picture of Rio. She had been all in tears when we left on our trip. I remembered how she had looked at me with that look that always made me feel as if I were ripping the fingers off of small children. She'd lifted her head and given me a pulverized kiss. As a kid had always wondered why people tilted their heads before kissing. I'd thought it was because they were used to wearing baseball caps all the time.

Putting Rio back on the left side of may was where she left good. I stepped outside. The air was filled with invisible puppies, and their cold noses had kept hitting me. I looked over at Gordo. He looked as if someone had cracked dogs on top of one another until they reached about 5-foot 9, put a pair of overalls on them and tried to back in the flannel shirt. I always thought of him as the kind of kid who would send for the book How to Look Your Best and Still Attract Girls. Well, it was time to tell the lady we were not returning to her idea of American travel. She turned to me with a strange smile; the old witch had been possessed by a 6-year-old girl who sucked lollipops. I began stuttering. Rest areas slow my mind down. "We are going to, uh, camp here tonight." She finally took her space-shuttle baby and needed no more lines from me. She took her space-shuttle baby and drove away.

A small child was in one of those things that is supposed to keep the baby from eating the rearview mirror when they hit the seat. She kept telling the baby about us if we the kid were taking notes. "And these nice boys are going to visit their friends in Massachusetts. They sure have a long way to go," she would tell the kid while trying to keep the car between those lines on the highway.

I opened my wallet to check out the money situation and saw my picture of Rio. She had been all in tears when we left on our trip. I remembered how she had looked at me with that look that always made me feel as if I were ripping the fingers off of small children. She'd lifted her head and given me a pulverized kiss. As a kid had always wondered why people tilted their heads before kissing. I'd thought it was because they were used to wearing baseball caps all the time.

Putting Rio back on the left side of may was where she left good. I stepped outside. The air was filled with invisible puppies, and their cold noses had kept hitting me. I looked over at Gordo. He looked as if someone had cracked dogs on top of one another until they reached about 5-foot 9, put a pair of overalls on them and tried to back in the flannel shirt. I always thought of him as the kind of kid who would send for the book How to Look Your Best and Still Attract Girls. Well, it was time to tell the lady we were not returning to her idea of American travel. She turned to me with a strange smile; the old witch had been possessed by a 6-year-old girl who sucked lollipops. I began stuttering. Rest areas slow my mind down. "We are going to, uh, camp here tonight." She finally took her space-shuttle baby and needed no more lines from me. She took her space-shuttle baby and drove away.